LIVE IN STYLE,
STEP OUT
IN STYLE

Living in the middle of everywhere yet having
room to breathe, your M/25 apartment in
Mt Lawley is home base for all that you choose
to fill your life with: study or work; eating out
and hanging out; staying in and sleeping in.
M/25 on the corner of Walcott and Burt puts you
in prime location for a vibrant life. It’s a place
where the footpath becomes your highway.
So close your eyes and point in any direction —
you’ll find somewhere to ensure you never live
a dull moment.

HY D E PA R K –
1 5 M I NUT E WA L K

WALK OUT YOUR
FRONT DOOR AND
STEP INTO THE
ACTION
BE AU F O R T S T R E E T –
10 MINUT E WA L K

Turn left and head to the Angove Street café
strip – one of those hidden gems that make
living local so much fun.
Or turn right, and head for Beaufort Street, the
heart of Mt Lawley’s amazing small bar and
restaurant scene; either way, boredom won’t be
a problem you’ll have to deal with.
M/25 is a boutique development with 30
apartments spread over three levels designed to
make the most of its lively urban location.
Living at M/25 promises to be an experience you
couldn’t replicate anywhere else in the city.
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Our architectural team has taken advantage
of M/25’s dual-frontage site, creating a strong
corner presence which draws inspiration from
the suburb’s Federation-style red brick and
terracotta homes.

Inside, the spaces are inspired by an artgallery-look and feature crisp, black and white
surfaces where you can ‘curate the exhibition’
of the objects that fill your life and express
your personality.

Light flows into the apartments via the
landscaped, central courtyard allowing breezes
to percolate throughout the building.

The contemporary theme is continued in the
selection of elegant black tapware.
M/25 is all about living the ultimate local life
in what will become a landmark building in our
iconic near-city, northern neighbourhood.

ECU MT L AW L EY –
10 MINUTE RIDE

UNI, PARKS AND
THE CITY – LET’S
GET ROLLING
M/25’s near-city location doesn’t mean you’ll
find yourself living in a concrete jungle – quite
the opposite.
The emerald gems of the surrounding parks
mean you can find time for morning jogs, days
filled with cycling and summer evenings spent
picnicking and barbecuing.
ECU’s leafy Mt Lawley campus is just minutes
away, so too is Perth’s famous Hyde Park.
Days can be spent discovering all the green
spaces scattered throughout the surrounding
neighbourhoods.

WHO SAID THE
SMART CHOICE
COULDN’T BE THE
FUN CHOICE?
Whether it’s having friends over for impromptu
balcony gatherings or choosing from the infinite
and ever-changing choice of local eateries, you’ll
be in the right place.
The light and airy spaces create the perfect
open-style living areas and fit those who want
to embrace the pace of urban life.
Investing in an M/25 apartment, is an
investment in excitement.

ANG OVE ST RE E T –
10 MIN U T E WAL K
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Match is WA’s only true boutique development
brand. Through the delivery of quality design-based
projects Match has established a loyal following for
its developments.

•

2011 Finalist
Adaptive Reuse
Western Australian Heritage Awards

•

2010 Finalist
Innovation Excellence Awards
Property Council of Australia

•

2009 Winner
Innovation Excellence Awards
Property Council of Australia

•

2009 Winner
Adaptive Reuse
Western Australian Heritage Awards

Match is a hallmark of style, quality and responsibility.
We believe in staying ahead of the pack and raising the
bar in everything we do. Therefore we choose projects
that are able to offer something more, something different. Many of our projects have reinvigorated heritage
buildings and renewed historic town centres.
Our track record shows that we create beautiful spaces
that people want to live and work in today, and buildings that are well constructed so they provide returns
well into the future. Put simply, quality means security.
We believe that design isn’t only about glass and steel,
or the way a building looks. It’s also about choosing the
right site. We see design as a delicate balancing act that
seeks to address aesthetic, social, heritage, statutory,
environmental and amenity concerns.
We build for the way people really want to live.
We weave our developments into the fabric of local communities because we want to create interesting buildings that in-turn create interesting neighbourhoods.

match
394 Stirling Highway
Claremont 6010
Western Australia
Tel: +61 (0)8 9324 3855
Fax: +61 (0)8 9324 3866
Email: info@TheMatchGroup.com.au
www.thematchgroup.com.au

sales enquiries
Tel: +61 (0)432 660 066

m/25
Cnr of Walcott and Burt St
Mt Lawley 6050
Western Australia
www.m25apartments.com
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artist impressions.

